Although 3-T magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is well established in neuroradiology and musculoskeletal imaging, it is in the nascent stages in cardiovascular imaging applications, and there is limited literature on this topic. The primary advantage of 3 T over 1.5 T is a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which can be used as such or traded off to improve spatial or temporal resolution and decrease acquisition time. However, the actual gain in SNR is limited by other factors and modifications in sequences adapted for use at 3 T. Higher resonance frequencies result in improved spectral resolution, which is beneficial for fat suppression and spectroscopy. The higher T1 values of tissues at 3 T aid in myocardial tagging, angiography, and perfusion and delayed-enhancement sequences. However, there are substantial challenges with 3-T cardiac MR imaging, including higher magnetic field and radiofrequency inhomogeneities and susceptibility effects, which diminish image quality. Off-resonance artifacts are particularly challenging, especially with steady-state free precession sequences. These artifacts can be managed by using higher-order shimming, frequency scouts, or low repetition times. B 1 inhomogeneities can be managed by using radiofrequency shimming, multitransmit coils, or adiabatic pulses. Chemical shifts are also increased at 3 T. The higher radiofrequency results in higher radiofrequency deposition power and a higher specific absorption rate. MR angiography, dynamic first-pass perfusion sequences, myocardial tagging, and MR spectroscopy are more effective at 3 T, whereas delayed-enhancement, flow quantification, and black-blood sequences are comparable at 1.5 T and 3 T. Knowledge of the relevant physics helps in identifying artifacts and modifying sequences to optimize image quality. Online supplemental material is available for this article.
Introduction
High-field-strength magnets, especially 3 T, have become established in neuroimaging and musculoskeletal imaging and are increasingly used in abdominal imaging. Many centers now use these devices for cardiovascular magnetic resonance (MR) imaging as well. Optimized clinical cardiovascular MR imaging always involves a balance of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), spatial resolution, and acquisition time. A 3-T system, with its inherent high SNR, high resonance frequencies, and longer T1, offers opportunities to enhance the quality of cardiovascular MR imaging, which depends on high spatial and temporal
Physics of 3-T Cardiac MR Imaging
Cardiac MR imaging at 3 T results in higher SNR, higher resonance frequency, increased in-phase periodicity, and altered relaxation times, all of which have a substantial effect on the performance and quality of cardiac MR imaging. The physics of 3-T cardiac MR imaging are listed in Table 1 .
Higher SNR
MR imaging at 3 T has the potential to achieve a higher SNR. Because the magnetization (B 0 ) is directly proportional to the magnetic field, a theoretical doubling of SNR would be expected with use of a 3-T device versus a 1.5-T device. This higher SNR is beneficial in sequences with low SNR or can alternatively be traded off to obtain images with higher spatial resolution, higher temporal resolution, shorter acquisition time, or a combination of these factors. Higher spatial resolution improves lesion detectability and decreases some artifacts, whereas shortened acquisition time improves patient compliance and reduces motion artifacts. In addition, higher SNR improves the use of parallel imaging, which is usually associated with a decrease in SNR.
The actual increase in SNR at 3 T is lower than the expected doubling: SNR is increased by approximately 1.8-fold with spin-echo and resolution and rapid image acquisition. However, 3-T systems are not without disadvantages, including higher magnetic field and radiofrequency inhomogeneities; higher incidence of susceptibility, off-resonance, and chemical shift artifacts; and higher radiofrequency deposition resulting in a higher specific absorption rate (SAR). These challenges are amplified at cardiovascular MR imaging, which requires high temporal resolution to accurately capture cardiac motion, has a large associated field of view that amplifies artifacts, results in susceptibility artifacts at the interface with lungs containing air, and uses sequences that require a more homogeneous magnetic field and often have high radiofrequency deposition. These challenges are not insurmountable but require an understanding of the relevant physics to optimize the hardware and sequences. In sum, simply implementing a 1.5-T cardiac MR imaging protocol with a 3-T system is not optimal in most situations.
In this review, we discuss the basic physics of 3-T cardiovascular MR imaging. We then discuss common challenges encountered at 3-T cardiac MR imaging and solutions to these challenges. Finally, we discuss the specific advantages and challenges of 3 T for each cardiac MR imaging sequence and highlight solutions. while out-of-phase sequences are performed at 2.2 msec. With 3 T, in-phase sequences can be performed at 2.2 msec, while out-of-phase sequences can be performed at 1.1 msec. This is advantageous for sequences that are based on opposed phase (time of flight) because at 3 T these sequences can be performed at a much lower echo time (TE), which results in fewer artifacts as well as reduced acquisition time. However, 3 T is not particularly advantageous for sequences that rely on an exact in-phase setting (ie, dynamic subtraction MR imaging) because there is a short time difference between the in-phase and outof-phase settings. Small variations may result in out-of-phase acquisition, which is not desirable (4) . However, because opposed-phase sequences are used only rarely in cardiac MR imaging, this is not a major limitation.
Changes in Relaxation Times
T1 is 30% longer at 3 T than at 1.5 T (4). The T1 change is tissue dependent; for example, myocardial T1 increases by 12%-42%, whereas blood T1 increases by 7%-40% (5). T1 of myocardium is 1007 msec ± 30 at 1.5 T versus 1220 msec ± 70 at 3.0 T, while that of blood is 1580 msec ± 130 at 1.5 T versus 1660 msec ± 60 at 3 T. The higher difference in myocardium than in blood is due to higher free water and shorter molecular correlation time in blood (5). Longer T1 is useful in several sequences, especially those that are T1 based. For example, grid lines persist longer in myocardial tagging, which enables evaluation of more cardiac cycle phases than at 1.5 T. Longer T1 also improves perfusion imaging by increasing the contrast between normal and hypoperfused myocardium and likewise improves delayed-enhancement imaging by increasing the contrast between normal and infarcted or scarred myocardium. MR angiography is also improved at 3 T because of the lower signal intensity of background tissues as a result of longer T1. High T1 is a disadvantage in SSFP sequences, in which the signal depends on the T2/T1 ratio. T2 is approximately 15% shorter at 3 T than at 1.5 T, depending on the type of tissue (4). In one study, myocardial T2 was 35 msec ± 4 at 1.5 T and 32 msec ± 2 at 3.0 T, while blood T2 was 290 msec ± 30 at 1.5 T and 275 msec ± 50 at 3.0 T (6). However, these effects are not usually significant at 3 T. T2* is also shorter at 3 T, usually by approximately 50% (6) . This shorter T2* is useful with BOLD and SPIO sequences, as both of these sequences depend on T2* effects. However, susceptibility effects may degrade BOLD sequence results, and the lower baseline T2* may diminish the increased T2* effect with SPIO sequences (4). GRE imaging is improved at 3 T, including visualization of myocardial iron.
1.6-to 1.7-fold with GRE sequences (1, 2) . This is because of the dependence of SNR not only on field strength but also on several other parameters. Physical causes of lower SNR are altered relaxation times such as longer T1 and shorter T2*, B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneities, and susceptibility effects. Spatial resolution, bandwidth, radiofrequency coil availability, and type of image acquisition also affect SNR. Technical modifications made to sequences to compensate for the challenges of 3 T may also result in lower SNR (ie, parameter-induced causes). For example, to reduce the SAR in a steady-state free precession (SSFP) sequence, the flip angle is decreased or the repetition time (TR) is increased, both of which result in lower SNR, with the latter also causing greater susceptibility effects.
Increased Resonance Frequency
Resonance frequency is also directly proportional to the field strength, as v = w/2p, and w = gB 0 (v = resonance frequency, w = angular velocity of spin precession, g = gyromagnetic ratio). At 3 T, the resonance frequency is doubled to 127.8 MHz from 63.9 MHz. One of the benefits of higher resonance frequency is higher spectral resolution, or higher separation between the resonance frequencies of fat and water protons (ie, 450 Hz at 3 T compared with 225 Hz at 1.5 T) (3). This improves the performance of spectral fat-saturation sequences, as inaccurate suppression of water signal does not occur. Similarly, MR spectroscopy is improved at 3 T because of higher separation between the frequencies of various compounds. A disadvantage associated with a higher resonance frequency is a more pronounced chemical shift artifact at fat-tissue interfaces.
Higher resonance frequencies require higher radiofrequency power and/or frequency to stimulate these protons. This means that the radiofrequency coils at 3 T must be tuned to different frequencies than at 1.5 T. The higher radiofrequency pulses result in a shorter wavelength at 3 T than at 1.5 T (26 cm vs 54 cm). This results in a higher amount of radiofrequency absorbed by body tissue, which leads to tissue heating. Shorter wavelengths also result in short-wavelength penetration artifacts. Inhomogeneous penetration of radiofrequency through tissue leads to B 1 inhomogeneity and spatial variation of flip angles.
Higher In-Phase Periodicity
Another effect of higher resonance frequency is the faster phase cycling of spins, which results in a decrease of in-phase periodicity (time until fat and water protons precess in phase) from 4.6 msec at 1.5 T to 2.5 msec at 3 T. At 1.5 T, in-phase sequences are performed at 4.4 msec, However, the shorter T2* results in poor quantification of iron at 3 T due to the more rapid decay and technical limitations associated with acquiring a very short echo sequence (7) .
The relaxivity of the contrast agent (gadolinium chelate) remains relatively constant from 1 T to 5 T (4). However, the baseline T1 of the blood pool is longer at 3 T; hence, the difference between the nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced blood pool is significantly greater at 3 T than at 1.5 T. This factor, in combination with the higher T1 of background tissue, leads to improved contrast-enhanced MR angiography at 3 T, which allows for a decrease in the contrast agent dose or a higher contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) at the same dose.
Challenges of 3-T Cardiac MR Imaging
The challenges of 3-T cardiac MR imaging include B 0 inhomogeneities and consequent band, flow, and susceptibility artifacts; B 1 inhomogeneities and consequent field-focusing and dielectric resonance effects; and chemical shift artifacts. These challenges are summarized in Table 2 .
B 0 Inhomogeneities
B 0 (static magnetic field) inhomogeneities are greater at 3 T than at 1.5 T, by 2 ppm (Fig 1) . This, along with a higher resonance frequency, means that the protons are precessing at different frequencies in the imaging field, which makes the performance of sequences that require a homogeneous magnetic field (eg, SSFP) challenging. Artifacts such as band, flow, and susceptibility are also increased at 3 T because of B 0 inhomogeneities. Shorter T2* is another consequence of these inhomogeneities, although this may be beneficial in BOLD applications (as described earlier). Improvements to B 0 inhomogeneities can be realized with volume-selective higher-order shimming. A B 0 calibration map obtained at the beginning of the imaging examination can also improve field homogeneity. Finally, a gradual rather than steep gradient may also ameliorate this problem. Axial SSFP MR image through the heart shows the effects of static field inhomogeneities, which result in heterogeneous signal intensity and artifacts in the heart. These artifacts can be suppressed with higher-order volume-selective shimming. Band and Flow Artifacts.-Dark band artifacts are due to off-resonance effects (resonance frequency shifts) caused by magnetic susceptibility gradients. These artifacts are seen at frequencies in which there is a transition of signal phase from positive to negative. The appearance and location of band artifacts depend on field strength and susceptibility differences. Band artifacts are more prominent at 3 T and arise closer to the center of the field of view than at 1.5 T. These artifacts are seen at the interface of tissues with high susceptibility differences, such as the myocardium-lung interface adjacent to the inferolateral wall of the left ventricle, the lung-diaphragm interface (Fig 2a) , and near the coronary sinus, which contains deoxygenated blood. The effect of the band, which unfortunately can be extensive at 3 T, depends on its location. The distance between bands is inversely proportional to the TR and the slope of the frequency gradient. When an off-resonance band is seen in a cardiac chamber or inflow vessel, the steady state of magnetization is disturbed, resulting in a loss of image contrast, especially with an SSFP sequence. There are several possible solutions for offresonance effects. The creation of a more homogeneous magnetic field, a B 0 calibration map, and higher-order volume-selective shimming can decrease artifacts (Fig 2) . With a frequency scout (ie, fast low-resolution images obtained at different resonance frequencies), the central frequency can be visually estimated and the optimal frequency offset calculated to obtain a higher-resolution image (8) . This requires acquisition of additional images; often, the central frequency varies in different planes, requiring multiple additional scout images in different planes (Fig 3) . Use of gradual rather than steep frequency gradients can also help diminish offresonance effects. Combining a higher-order shim with a frequency scout is often the best solution (Fig 4) . Use of a shorter TR increases the distance between bands but also increases the SAR (Fig 5) . Use of a wide-band SSFP sequence widens the spacing between dark bands without resonance frequency modification. With this sequence, two alternating repetition times are used with alternating radiofrequency phases. If these methods are not successful, then it may be best to use an alternative sequence such as GRE (eg, fast low-angle shot [FLASH] or fast field echo [FFE] ).
Susceptibility Effects.-Susceptibility is the extent of magnetization of a material when it is placed in a magnetic field. The local magnetic field developed by the material modifies the overall magnetic field (diamagnetic, net decrease; paramagnetic, net increase). This may be seen, for example, when there is metal in the imaging field of view and is due to the higher susceptibility of metal compared with soft tissue. Susceptibility artifacts are seen at the interfaces of materials with different magnetic susceptibilities because the imaging computations assume a constant magnetic field, even when it is not. Variations in the local magnetic field and resonance frequencies due to susceptibility result in misregistration of the proton locations, causing variations in signal intensity or distortions. Signal may be cancelled if there is intravoxel dephasing (in a large voxel that contains tissues with different susceptibilities, faster dephasing occurs, resulting in signal loss). Fat suppression is less effective at fat-water and air-tissue interfaces. Susceptibility artifacts vary linearly with the magnetic field and are twice as prominent at 3 T than at 1.5 T because of greater B 0 inhomogeneities and shorter T2*. These artifacts are more prominent with SSFP sequences than with GRE sequences (Fig 6) . With SSFP, the phase shift is directly proportional to TR, whereas with GRE, it is directly proportional to TE; because TR is greater than TE, these artifacts are more common with SSFP sequences.
Solutions to susceptibility artifacts include changing the readout direction to move the artifact away from the area of interest, decreasing the voxel size, shortening the TE, and increasing the bandwidth. Further approaches include using shim techniques such as additional shim coils, new shimming algorithms, and higherorder shimming; using parallel imaging, which reduces the length of echo trains and the accumulation of phase errors; and using reconstruction algorithms that correct phase errors periodically (eg, periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction [PROPELLER]). 
B 1 Inhomogeneities
As discussed earlier, the radiofrequency pulse at 3 T has a higher frequency than at 1.5 T, which also implies a shorter wavelength (234 cm at 3 T vs 540 cm at 1.5 T, in free space at 128 MHz). The wavelength is further decreased to approximately 26 cm in tissues (4) because of the presence of water, which has a high dielectric constant, thus decreasing the speed and wavelength of the radiofrequency pulse. This low wavelength results in a field-focusing effect (shading) with a maximum B 1 in the center of the body, higher energy deposition, focused and/or higher flip angles, and maximal SNR. Because of eddy currents near the surface of the body, field focusing is less evident at the surface. The B 1 inhomogeneity is further reinforced by the "standing-wave" effect (standing waves generated by the reflection of radiofrequency waves at interfaces with high-conductivity gradients), in which signal variations are seen on images because of destructive interference. This is especially true in largefield-of-view studies, obese patients, and patients with pleural effusions or ascites in the upper abdomen. This B 1 inhomogeneity results in flipangle variability (as much as 40%) (7, 8) . Rings of signal intensity loss or shading of signal intensity between superficial and central body parts are noted (Fig 7) . These factors may cause heterogeneous suppression of myocardial signal with delayed-enhancement sequences and inadequate T2 preparation with coronary MR angiographic sequences. In addition, a conductive medium such as pleural fluid or ascitic fluid in the upper abdomen may generate electrical current when it interacts with the rapidly changing magnetic field of the radiofrequency pulse (Fig 8) . This electrical current in turn generates a magnetic field that opposes the magnetic field of the radiofrequency pulse, thus decreasing the amplitude and energy of the radiofrequency pulse and resulting in further radiofrequency heterogeneity (9). Four-chamber delayed-enhancement image in a patient with bilateral moderate pleural effusions shows extensive artifacts and heterogeneous suppression of the myocardial signal. Solutions include using cushions with high dielectric constants on the anterior chest wall, using an advanced radiofrequency coil design, or repeating MR imaging after thoracentesis.
Solutions for B 1 inhomogeneities include hardware and software modifications. Hardware modifications include a multichannel transmit coil, in which two out of four parameters (phase, amplitude, waveform, and frequency) of the various coil elements can be altered to obtain a homogeneous B 1 . Radiofrequency shimming uses multiple radiofrequency transmission sources to compensate for variable flip angles. Alternatively, transmit (B 1 ) shimming may be combined with receive shimming (Constant Level Appearance [CLEAR]; Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands); a spiral configuration of coils can modify current patterns and decrease B 1 inhomogeneity. An off-resonance coil placed between the transmission coil and the patient can double as a dielectric, changing radiofrequency transmission. Radiofrequency cushions or dielectric pads, typically containing a gel with a high dielectric constant (mixed with gadolinium), placed on the anterior chest wall can also improve B 1 homogeneity. Use of a shorter radiofrequency pulse, higher bandwidth, shorter TR, and lower resolution may also decrease B 1 inhomogeneity. An adiabatic radiofrequency pulse is another option for decreasing B 1 inhomogeneity (10) . Unlike a typical radiofrequency pulse in which the flip angle varies sinusoidally with the radiofrequency power, with an adiabatic pulse, the flip angle stays constant once the radiofrequency pulse reaches a threshold. An additional practical consideration is that in patients with extensive effusions or ascites, cardiac MR imaging may be performed after centesis.
Chemical Shift Artifacts
Chemical shift refers to differences in the resonance frequencies of protons that reside in different molecular environments. For example, the difference between fat and water protons is 225 Hz at 1.5 T and 450 Hz at 3 T. There are two types of chemical shift artifacts. In the first type, spatial misregistrations of pixels containing fat and water are seen at the fat-water interface. These artifacts, which are caused by differences in the resonance frequencies of fat and water, are more common and are twice as wide at 3 T than at 1.5 T because of greater differences in these frequencies. These artifacts are seen only in the frequency-encoding direction, appearing as a hypointense band at the lower part of the gradient and as a hyperintense band at the higher part of the gradient. To overcome these artifacts, the frequency-encoding direction can be switched, eliminating the chemical shift artifact from the area of interest. Another solution is to increase the bandwidth. Although a higher bandwidth lowers SNR, the inherently higher SNR at 3 T compensates for this. A higher bandwidth also allows faster data sampling, which reduces acquisition time and TE and allows a higher number of sections of TR (4). Other techniques include spectral fat saturation, water excitation, and inversion nulling. The second type of chemical shift artifact is due to intravoxel phase cancellation in pixels that contain both fat and water. This type of artifact is seen in all pixels and is not limited to the frequencyencoding direction (Fig 9) . These artifacts are not more common at 3 T than at 1.5 T. However, the times for in-phase and opposed-phase imaging are different at 3 T compared with at 1.5 T: specifically, at 1.5 T, in phase occurs at 4.4 msec and out of phase occurs at 2.2 msec, while at 3 T, in phase occurs at 2.2, 4.4, and 6.6 msec and out of phase occurs at 1.1, 3.3, and 5.5 msec.
Special Considerations Parallel Imaging
Parallel imaging is a term used to describe a series of image-acceleration techniques where data are variously undersampled, thereby reducing the acquisition time without sacrificing the desired spatial resolution. In general, these techniques use Fourier-domain or k-space-based algorithms and are used to decrease acquisition time or increase spatial or temporal resolution. However, parallel imaging is limited by signal loss, which is proportional by a factor of the square root of the acceleration factor. Conveniently, 3 T improves the use of parallel imaging, and parallel imaging improves the use of 3 T. The inherently higher SNR at 3 T makes this technique a natural fit for parallel imaging approaches, as a higher degree of acceleration can be used without losing as much signal (Fig 10) . In addition, g-forces are decreased at 3 T. The higher resonance frequency at 3 T enables greater separation of coils in the frequency domain, thus improving parallel imaging. The higher parallel imaging factors employed at 3 T are used to increase spatial or temporal resolution or to decrease acquisition time at 3 T. Parallel imaging also works synergistically with 3-T imaging by decreasing radiofrequency deposition and SAR, as a lower number of radiofrequency pulses are needed because of undersampling. Parallel imaging also decreases susceptibility effects.
High SAR
Radiofrequency deposition in tissues results in local tissue heating due to energy transfer from the radiofrequency pulse. This is measured with the SAR, which represents energy absorption per kilogram of body weight per unit of time. Safety standards dictate that this value remains less than 1° C or 4 W/kg averaged over the whole body for 15 minutes. Because SAR and the power required to generate a particular flip angle are directly proportional to the square of the resonance frequency (square of the magnetic field), there is an inherent quadrupling of SAR at 3 T compared with at 1.5 T; hence, the SAR limit is reached more quickly at 3 T. A further increase in SAR is realized with increased flip angle (proportional to the square of the flip angle), shorter TR, larger patient size, positioning the patient in the isocenter of the magnet, coil design, and increased frequency of radiofrequency pulses (eg, fast spin-echo [FSE] and SSFP sequences). The SAR is also higher with sequences that involve rapid switching, such as SSFP and FSE.
To limit SAR, a straightforward solution would be to limit the use of sequences that have a high SAR. However, this is difficult in cardiac MR imaging because SSFP is a critical sequence. The 0 in a, 1 in b, 2 in c, and 3 in d. (e-h) SSFP MR images at 3 T show no appreciable signal intensity change with higher acceleration factors (1 in e, 2 in f, 3 in g, and 4 in h) because of higher SNR reserve and less impact of g-factors.
flip angle can be decreased, although this comes at the expense of a lower SNR. The TR can be increased; however, this results in higher susceptibility. Using higher degrees of parallel imaging is a possible solution, as this will reduce the number of radiofrequency pulses required because of undersampling, albeit at the cost of lower SNR. Other solutions include the use of refocusing flipangle modulation techniques such as hyperecho (frequency-selective inversion-recovery), flipangle sweep (successive reduction of flip angle across echo trains), or variable flip-angle techniques, which can reduce SAR by 2.5-6.0 (1), thus maintaining acceptable SNR or CNR; and using variable-rate selective excitation (VERSE) or tailored radiofrequency pulses, which reduce SAR without decreasing flip angle. In routine practice, use of MR imaging defaults results in automatically slowed acquisition to meet SAR requirements, with adjustments depending on the sequence (eg, increasing echo spacing with FSEbased sequences).
Safety Considerations
The safety profile of devices is different at 3 T than at 1.5 T because of the higher field strength and resonance frequencies. Many devices tested at 1.5 T have not been tested at 3 T. A careful examination of the safety profile should be made before a patient is placed in a 3-T device. Some devices are MR imaging-conditional at 3 T; hence, clinicians must be certain that conditions for safe use of the device are met. The static field poses no higher risk at higher strengths (11); however, increased levels of dizziness and nausea have been reported at 3 T in some studies (12) . Higher radiofrequency stimulation such as in nerves or muscles may also be seen at 3 T. In addition, the acoustic noise is higher at 3 T (1).
Magnetohydrodynamic Effect
Magnetohydrodynamic effect refers to the effect of voltage in flowing tissue, such as blood, on the magnetic field. At 3 T, the magnetohydrodynamic effect is amplified. The T waves in the electrocardiographic (ECG) signal appear more prominent than normal and may be mistaken for R waves, which results in erroneous ECG triggering. As a solution, some researchers have suggested the use of a phonoacoustic cardiactriggering MR imaging stethoscope (13) , in which acoustic signals are used instead of the ECG signal. With this technique, an acoustic sensor is placed on the chest to record the heart sounds. The first heart tone of the phonocardiogram indicates the onset of the cardiac cycle, which is then converted by a signal-processing unit into a trigger signal. There is a delay of approximately 30 msec between the R wave of the ECG and the first heart tone. The advantages of using phonocardiography include immunity to magnetohydrodynamic effects, noninterference with electromagnetic fields, and compliance with safety regulations.
Specific Cardiac MR Imaging Sequences at 3 T
The different sequences used at cardiac MR imaging vary in performance. In this section, we review each sequence individually and discuss the advantages and challenges. These are summarized in Table 3 .
SSFP Cine Imaging
The SSFP sequence is a workhorse sequence at 1.5-T cardiac MR imaging because of its high SNR and inherent contrast between the myocardial and blood pool signals, which depends on the T2/T1 ratio and rapid image acquisition. The SSFP sequence relies on a steady state of magnetization, in which the longitudinal and transverse magnetizations are at equilibrium; this is achieved with the use of radiofrequency pulses of the same phase and flip angle, at a TR shorter than the T2 of tissue. Unfortunately, use of this critical sequence is often challenging at 3 T. There is an increase in SNR with SSFP sequences at 3 T (approximately 48%), but this increase is limited by a higher T1 and lower T2*. CNR is also increased to a variable amount (14, 15) . Left ventricle volumetric measurements at 3 T are comparable to those at 1.5 T, but right ventricle measurements are not comparable (16) because of the lower CNR of blood and myocardium at 3 T (17).
Another major problem of SSFP at 3 T is the higher SAR due to the rapid on-off switching of radiofrequency pulses. This can be limited by decreasing the flip angle and TR; however, these steps further lower the signal intensity and contrast with SSFP sequences. These effects can be mitigated with the use of parallel imaging, which allows higher flip angles at a shorter acquisition time, higher SNR, and higher temporal resolution. Because of increased B 0 inhomogeneities and susceptibility effects at 3 T, there is variability in precession frequencies, which results in phase incoherence and off-resonance banding artifacts, especially at the tissue interface between the myocardium and lung adjacent to the lateral wall of the left ventricle and coronary sinus. When the steady state is disrupted (when the phase angle nears 180°) in a cardiac chamber or blood vessel, flow artifacts are seen (solutions to these problems were discussed earlier). When artifacts are extensive, a GRE cine sequence may instead be used, especially after contrast material administration. Overall, SSFP is a sequence where 3 T offers some advantages but also substantial challenges.
GRE Imaging
A spoiled GRE sequence is an alternative option for many clinical scenarios that require SSFP cine images. The signal in this sequence depends on steady-state T1 signal of blood and myocardium. The high signal of blood with GRE sequences is due to T1 shortening of freshly excited spins created by through-plane blood flow. At 1.5 T, the GRE sequence is less preferable than SSFP because of its lower SNR and CNR and dependence on flow. However, with the higher signal available at 3 T, the GRE sequence is in many instances preferred over SSFP (Fig 11a, Movie 1) . Although SNR and CNR are higher at 3 T, the blood pool signal at GRE may be lower (Fig 11b, Movie 2 ) because of the longer T1 of blood at 3 T and saturation effects, especially with short TR or slow flow conditions (ie, lingering blood in the long axis or poor contractility in the long and short axes). Transient signal and flow voids may also be seen with 3-T GRE sequences as a result of inflow phenomenon and unbalanced gradient refocusing; these effects are not seen with SSFP sequences. Contrast with the blood pool can be improved if images are acquired after intravascular contrast material administration (Fig 11c, Movie  3 ). Long-axis views are improved after contrast material administration because of maintained vascular T1 signal and decreased inflow dephasing artifacts, but no such differences are seen in the short axis (18) . Differences in volumes have been shown with precontrast and postcontrast sequences because of improved detection of trabeculations and papillary muscles after contrast agent administration (18) . Compared with SSFP sequences, GRE sequences are less sensitive to field inhomogeneities, and SAR is lower as a result of the lower flip angles used.
Black-Blood Imaging
Black-blood images are most commonly used for cardiac and vascular morphologic evaluation, with the nulled blood pool signal allowing for crisp anatomic delineation. Black-blood imaging is also used for tissue characterization in some instances. Black-blood images are improved at 3 T because of higher SNR, which can be traded for higher spatial resolution. Because of the higher T1 at 3 T, the TR for T1-weighted images should be longer, and the TR and TE for T2-weighted images should be shorter compared with at 1.5 T. However, because a longer TR would result in a longer imaging time, TR is typically not changed from that used at 1.5 T. This may result in stronger T1 and T2 weighting at 3 T, which may compensate for the lower dynamic range of T1-weighted images at 3 T (14). Image acquisition times can be decreased by using a lower number of signals, decreasing the number of phase-encoding steps, or using parallel imaging, which may lower SNR (often an acceptable compromise, considering the SNR reserve at 3 T). T2 FSE imaging at 3 T is typically similar to that at 1.5 T. Fat saturation is improved at 3 T because of higher spectral resolution, as discussed earlier.
Dynamic First-Pass Perfusion Imaging
Dynamic first-pass perfusion MR imaging is used to detect myocardial ischemia, which is seen as a perfusion defect on stress images after physiologic or pharmacologic stress. First-pass perfusion MR imaging has shown high accuracy compared with that of single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) in several multicenter trials (19) . Quantitative methods with this imaging technique are comparable to those with quantitative coronary angiography (20) . Perfusion sequences usually include T1-weighted images, SSFP, GRE, or echo-planar imaging incorporating saturation recovery magnetization preparation (21) . Perfusion imaging requires high SNR and high spatial and temporal resolutions. Perfusion sequences are typically more effective at 3 T than at 1.5 T (Fig 12a, Movie 4) . The higher SNR at 3 T (up to 109%) (22) can be used to improve spatial or temporal resolution or to increase the use of parallel imaging. The CNR at 3 T is also higher because of the longer T1 of normal myocardium, which improves the contrast between nonperfused and contrast agent-filled myocardium (the T1 of contrast agents does not change). Peak enhancement is also better at 3 T than at 1.5 T (23). The higher spatial resolutions achieved at 3 T may result in decreased size and intensity of the dark rim artifact (Gibbs artifact) at the interface of the myocardial cavity and myocardium (24), a finding that often is confused with pathologic ischemia and is believed to be secondary to low spatial resolution, susceptibility artifact, or motion (Fig 12b, Movie 5) . Temporal resolution is also improved at 3 T by using the higher SNR reserve available and by increasing the use of parallel imaging. At 3 T, the diagnostic accuracy of myocardial perfusion imaging of coronary artery stenosis is high (86%), with good correlation with microspheres (25) . The GRE readout may be better than with SSFP because of the higher SNR, improved contrast between the blood pool and myocardium, and reduced artifacts. At 3 T, saturation recovery (90° prepulse) is routinely preferred over inversion recovery (180° prepulse) because of consistency and lower rate dependence, insensitivity to arrhythmias, and lower radiofrequency heterogeneity.
The challenges associated with perfusion imaging include increased B 1 inhomogeneities, which result in spatial inhomogeneity and inadequate suppression of background tissue. These factors may be improved by using radiofrequency shimming or adiabatic B 1 -insensitive rotation pulses using phase cycling (BIR-04; composite pulse with four segments, with each segment half of the adiabatic inversion pulse; the flip angle is determined by the phase jump between segments two and three and segments one and four) (26), pulse trains, or a 90° adiabatic saturation pulse (27) . Higher T2* effects represent another challenge, which can be addressed by reducing the gadolinium chelate dose. Alternatively, nonenhanced perfusion imaging with BOLD sequences is improved at 3 T.
MR Angiography
MR angiography is used to evaluate the vasculature after administration of contrast material. MR angiography is generally improved at 3 T compared with at 1.5 T, as the higher SNR at 3 T can be traded for higher spatial resolution, higher temporal resolution, or shorter acquisition time. The CNR is also higher at 3 T because of the increased difference in T1 between the contrast agent-filled blood vessels and the blood pool before contrast agent administration and the higher contrast between the low T1 of the contrast agent and the high T1 of background tissue at 3 T. Because of the higher SNR, CNR, and spatial resolution at 3 T, a lower dose of contrast agent can be used, which is useful in patients with renal dysfunction (Fig 13a) . Further improvements (eg, more rapid image acquisition or improved spatial resolution) can be obtained with parallel imaging. Improved results are also seen with intravascular contrast media with steady-state imaging using inversion-recovery sequences because of the higher SNR, CNR, and T1 of background tissues (Fig 13b) . Time-resolved angiographic techniques are also more effective at 3 T because of the higher temporal resolution possible at 3 T (Fig 14, Movie 6) . However, at 3 T, pulmonary perfusion may be limited because of higher susceptibility effects at the air-tissue interfaces in the lungs, although the signal in the pulmonary artery is higher (28) .
Delayed-Enhancement Imaging
Delayed-enhancement imaging, which is used to evaluate myocardial scar tissue and fibrosis, is performed 10-15 minutes after administration of gadolinium-based contrast agent. Contrast is optimized between normal myocardium and scar tissue through the use of an inversion-recovery pulse, and the image is acquired where the null point is centered on normal myocardium. The higher SNR available at 3 T can be used to generate higher-spatial-resolution images, which allow more precise characterization of scar tissue (Fig  15) . At 3 T, improved spatial resolution may be obtained even with single-shot sequences, which typically have limited resolution at 1.5 T (29).
Faster acquisition times are useful in patients who have arrhythmias or who cannot hold their breath. Because of the longer T1 of normal myocardium, the inversion times are different at 3 T than at 1.5 T and can be calculated using a T1 scout (typically 330 msec ± 48 at 3 T and 260 msec ± 30 at 1.5 T [16] ) (Fig 16) . The contrast between normal and abnormal myocardium is also increased at 3-T MR imaging because the T1 of normal myocardium is longer at 3 T and the T1 of contrast agent does not show any substantial difference. At the longer T1 inversion time of myocardium, the scar has much higher signal intensity.
Several studies have demonstrated SNR and CNR up to 3.9 and 3.3 times higher, respectively, at 3 T than at 1.5 T (16, (30) (31) (32) , even with singleshot sequences (29) . An important consideration in scar imaging at 3 T is the potential overestimation which enable visualization of the distal and side branches, which may be 50% smaller in size (33) . SNR and CNR gains of up to 87% and 83%, respectively, have been reported at 3 T (34). At 3 T, 3D whole-heart coronary angiography is more effective when performed with spoiled GRE than with SSFP, particularly after intravascular contrast agent administration and when using centric radial order acquisition (34) . At 3 T, SSFP has a lower signal than GRE. T2 preparation (Fig 18a) is not effective in suppressing myocardial signal; hence, an inversion-recovery preparation pulse is used (Fig 18b) . As mentioned earlier, the T1 of myocardium is longer at 3 T and can be measured using a T1 scout. With an inversion-recovery sequence and intravascular contrast agent, a 53% higher SNR and a 305% higher CNR have resulted in longer lengths of measurable coronary arteries being reported (34) . Improved fat saturation is achieved with spectral frequency supof infarct volume with phase-sensitive inversion-recovery sequences (30) . GRE is a preferred readout technique because SSFP is associated with B 0 inhomogeneities and susceptibility artifacts.
The higher radiofrequency power needed for inversion results in a higher SAR, but unlike with other sequences, there is a longer time for recovery between the radiofrequency pulses because they are performed at every other or every third heartbeat. Heterogeneous suppression of myocardial signal can be seen and is due to B 1 inhomogeneities, which result in flip-angle variability (Fig 17a) . These inhomogeneities can be overcome with adiabatic inversion pulses (Fig  17b) , tailored radiofrequency pulses, or accurate selection of inversion time from a T1 scout.
Coronary MR Angiography
Coronary MR angiography is technically challenging because of the small size of the coronary arteries and the considerable cardiac and respiratory motion that must be accounted for. Coronary MR angiography is now routinely performed using a 3D whole-heart coronary sequence acquired with prospective ECG triggering and respiratory navigation. Fat saturation is used to suppress signal in epicardial fat, and a T2 preparation pulse is used to suppress myocardial signal. At 3 T, 3D whole-heart coronary imaging is potentially better than at 1.5 T because of higher SNR, higher CNR, improved spatial resolution, and improved fat saturation, all of studies of 3 T have shown no effect on measurement of velocity and flow (22, 28) , and, in fact, some investigators have reported overestimation of velocity compared with phantom models (35) . The higher spatial resolution at 3 T enables the evaluation of flow even in small vessels such as coronary arteries. The improved temporal resolution may also allow expanded applications such as evaluation of slow-flow diastolic patterns. A velocity-encoded scout sequence may be performed over a vessel to determine the velocityencoded value that does not produce aliasing; this value can then be used to obtain the final image.
Myocardial Tagging
Myocardial tagging is useful in the semiautomated evaluation of regional function, using saturation pulses perpendicular to the imaging plane in the form of grids or radial or linear configuration. The saturated magnetization in tag lines depends on T1 relaxation over the cardiac cycle. At 1.5 T, the tag lines fade in diastole because of a shorter T1 (myocardial T1 at 1.5 T, 800-900 msec), and there is incomplete evaluation of diastolic events (Fig 19a, Movie 7) . At 3 T, the tag lines persist later into diastole because of a longer T1 (by up to 37%), thereby enabling evaluation of diastolic events (22) (Fig 19b,  Movie 8 ). The higher SNR and CNR of the underlying GRE sequence also allow better tagging at 3 T than at 1.5 T, with improved quantification because of improved border definition (7). Figure 18 . Coronary artery imaging. (a) Three-dimensional whole-heart navigator-gated coronary MR angiogram with SSFP at 3 T shows incomplete suppression of the myocardial signal (straight arrow) because of relatively poor performance of a T2-prepared pulse at 3 T. The coronary arteries are visualized (curved arrow). (b) Coronary MR angiogram in a different patient after administration of gadolinium contrast agent shows that the signal intensity of the blood pool is higher than it would be without contrast agent administration. There is also improved suppression of the myocardial signal (arrow) with use of an inversion-recovery-prepared pulse. Fat suppression is also improved at 3 T because of higher spectral resolution. pression techniques as a result of higher spectral resolution. Higher spectral resolution can also shorten the fat saturation prepulse, which reduces TE and susceptibility artifacts.
B 0 inhomogeneities are increased because of the higher volume of coverage. These inhomogeneities can be decreased with volumetric shimming, higher-order shim calibration, and a dynamic realtime multisection linear shim. Susceptibility artifacts, which are more prominent along the heartlung interface and coronary sinus interfaces, can be reduced with proper shimming, lower TE, and shorter readout gradients. Signal variations caused by B 1 inhomogeneities can be addressed with the use of adiabatic radiofrequency pulses (34) .
Velocity-encoded PhaseContrast Flow Quantification
Flow quantification is performed with phasecontrast imaging, in which protons are velocity encoded and the measured phase shift is proportional to the velocity along the direction of a bipolar gradient. Accurate measurement of flow requires high spatial resolution, high temporal resolution, good SNR, measurement orthogonal to the vessel, and appropriate encoded velocity. The use of 3 T can potentially improve the performance of flow quantification in several ways. Increased SNR in the magnitude image corresponds to lower noise in velocity-encoded phase images, which theoretically should result in more accurate measurements. Nonetheless, previous tion. Extracellular volume can be calculated from postcontrast technique and hematocrit values. With T2 mapping, T2-weighted images are obtained at different TE values, and myocardial T2 is obtained with curve fitting on the basis of a two-parameter equation. Most of these studies have been performed at 1.5 T. The potential advantages of 3 T include high SNR and CNR, which may be used to improve spatial or temporal resolution. The reference values for normal T1 and T2 differ at 3 T, with T1 values longer and T2 values shorter than those at 1.5 T. Higher susceptibility artifacts at 3 T may result in exclusion of some segments and off-resonance or banding artifacts; these artifacts are more commonly seen in the inferolateral left ventricle wall, which unfortunately is a region of interest in conditions such as myocarditis and Fabry disease (37) .
MR Spectroscopy
MR spectroscopy is useful in providing metabolic information about myocardial tissues, although this technique remains primarily a research tool. MR spectroscopy is more effective at 3 T than at 1.5 T because of higher SNR, which results in higher peaks and higher spectral resolution, resulting in wider separation between the resonance frequencies of various metabolites.
Vascular Wall Imaging
Imaging of the vascular wall, including the carotid arteries and coronary arteries, has been used for early detection of atherosclerotic plaque and identification of features of plaque vulnerability, such as lipid-rich necrotic core, Figure 19 . Myocardial tagging. (a) Four-chamber 1.5-T MR image in a diastolic phase with myocardial tagging in the form of grids shows that the tag lines have faded, which limits evaluation of diastolic events. (b) Four-chamber tagged 3-T MR image shows persistence of the grids throughout the cardiac cycle, which enables more comprehensive evaluation of cardiac events, including diastolic events.
T2 * Imaging
T2* imaging, which is used to quantify myocardial iron in patients with thalassemia and other iron-overload conditions, is typically performed with a single breath-hold multiecho GRE sequence. At 1.5 T, a myocardial T2* less than 20 msec correlates with cardiac failure, and a T2* less than 10 msec is associated with severe cardiac dysfunction. At 3 T, because of shorter T2*, qualitative visualization of iron deposition is more obvious as a result of rapid signal decay in iron overload. However, quantification of myocardial iron is challenging because of extensive B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneities and susceptibility effects. In addition, acquisition of the shortest TE and spacing is limited by peak radiofrequency power and gradient strength. Hence, use of 3 T is generally avoided in patients referred for iron quantification. Alternatively, T2 mapping could be used. Although multiecho T2 sequences are generally longer, use of a free-breathing sequence with navigator gating or accelerated techniques may be helpful (36) . Other options include T1 mapping and advanced shimming algorithms.
T1 and T2 Mapping
Myocardial T1 and T2 mapping techniques quantify myocardial T1 and T2 relaxation times, are useful in tissue characterization, and are more sensitive for detecting pathologic conditions than are other techniques such as delayedenhancement and T2-weighted imaging. T1 mapping can be performed with several techniques that produce low-resolution T1-weighted images at different inversion times (eg, modified LookLocker inversion-recovery [MOLLI] and shortened modified Look-Locker inversion-recovery [ShMOLLI] sequences). Using a nonlinear least-squares curve fitting, T1 values are obtained either before or after contrast agent administra-thin fibrous cap, intraplaque hemorrhage, and dynamic contrast agent enhancement. Carotid imaging is performed using multicontrast T1, T2, proton-density-weighted, T1 GRE, or dynamic contrast-enhanced sequences or blackblood MR angiograms, often with specialized coils (Fig 20) . Use of 3 T offers the advantages of high SNR and high spatial and temporal resolutions, which make this imaging modality better than 1.5 T for imaging of carotid and coronary arteries. A double inversion-recovery FSE sequence has been associated with an SNR gain of 30% at 3 T (14, 38) . Other studies have shown SNR increases of up to 223% and CNR increases of up to 225% (39) at 3 T versus 1.5 T, with lower interobserver error at 3 T (40-42). Similar results have also been reported for imaging of the aortic wall (43) , especially when a respiratory navigator is used to reduce breathing artifacts. This improved image quality leads to improved plaque-component characterization and reproducibility. The T1 of blood is higher at 3 T; this fact should be used to null the signal from blood in double inversion-recovery sequences, although higher SAR is a consideration. Coronary wall imaging has also been performed using navigator-gated black-blood fast GRE sequences with real-time motion correction or black-blood FSE sequences with breathhold or free-breathing techniques (44) .
Conclusion
Cardiac MR imaging at 3 T improves the performance of several cardiac MR sequences, particularly dynamic first-pass perfusion, MR angiography, myocardial tagging, MR spectroscopy, and fat saturation. Comparable performance to 1.5 T is seen with sequences such as delayed enhancement, flow quantification, and black-blood imaging. SSFP, the workhorse of cardiac MR imaging at 1.5 T, is associated with considerable limitations at 3 T. The main challenges of 3-T cardiac MR imaging include B 0 inhomogeneities, B 1 inhomogeneities, off-resonance band artifacts, susceptibility effects, and chemical shift artifacts. Knowledge of the relevant physics is essential to address these challenging artifacts, optimize cardiac MR imaging sequences, and avoid misdiagnosis. 
